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This paper examines a non-canonical morphophonological vowel alternation in the roots of Russian verbs that is conditioned by aspectual information (derived imperfectivization). This aspectual morpheme is usually expressed as a suffix, but in the forms of interest appears as a vocalic nucleus in the root (whereas there is no vocalic nucleus in the perfective form). In a manner broadly compatible with Distributed Morphology (DM), I argue that this alternation is part of a more general phonological process – yer realization – special only in that it is triggered by morphosyntactic, rather than phonological, information. I propose an analysis of this pattern in which autosegmental representations – in this case, a mora – can be the exponents of morphosyntactic features. This approach obviates the need for DM readjustment rules, which have been criticized on empirical and theoretical grounds (Siddiqi 2006, 2009, Bye & Svenonius 2012, Haugen & Siddiqi To appear). I demonstrate that the required allomorphic interaction between the root and the derived imperfective morpheme is local, despite surface appearances: the intervening vowel is a theme vowel, inserted post-syntactically. This approach makes sense of broader patterns involving this theme vowel, and vindicates theories of allomorphic interaction that impose strict locality conditions (e.g., structural and/or linear adjacency).

1. INTRODUCTION

The empirical focus of this paper is a special morphophonological pattern which encodes aspectual information within a certain class of Russian verbs. Derived imperfective aspect (DI), which turns a perfective verb into an imperfective one, typically takes the form of a suffix [-iv-] or [−v−] (1c); in the paradigm of interest, DI appears to be expressed as a different form of the root, rather than as a suffix (2c).
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(1) The typical D1 pattern (glosses underspecified):

a. bol′-e-t′
   hurt-?-INF
   ‘to hurt’ (IMPF)
b. za-bol′-e-t′
   PFX-hurt-?-INF
   ‘to fall ill’ (PFV)
c. *bol′-e-v-a-t′
   hurt-?-D1-?-INF

(2) The special D1 pattern (glosses underspecified):

a. sl-a-t′
   send-?-INF
   ‘to send’ (IMPF)
b. razo-sl-a-t′
   apart-send-?-INF
   ‘send out’ (PFV)
c. ras-syl-a-t′
   apart-send-?-INF
   ‘send out’ (IMPF)
d. *syl-a-t′
   send-?-INF

This pattern is interesting because the difference between the perfective (2b) and derived imperfective (2c) forms, at least on the surface, appears to be a signaled by the vocalic melody, i.e. by the presence or absence of a vowel in the root. The question marks associated with the verbal inflection in the gloss line are placeholders for an analysis which is elaborated in §3.

The aim of this paper is to argue for a particular view of the as-yet unanalyzed pattern in (2) and to provide a fitting analysis in theoretical terms broadly compatible with Distributed Morphology (DM). I argue that the special pattern in the root of (2c) is part of a more general phonological process – the familiar pattern of vowel-zero alternations found in Russian (yer alternations) – that is triggered by morphosyntactic features on a functional head in the clausal spine (Asp) in the context of a certain set of roots. Any analysis of such a pattern must address two sets of questions. The first set of questions concerns the choice of D1 allomorph in forms like (2c): since the canonical suffix does not appear, what is the exponent of D1, if any, in such forms? A formal analysis will need to specify how the D1 features in (2c) are realized differently, and furthermore, how their environment can determine their form. The second set of questions concerns the form of the root in examples like (2c): the primary difference between the perfective form in (2b) and the D1 form in (2c) is, at least on the surface, the shape of the root. What is the mechanism that changes the shape of the root when D1 features are present, and why does this happen only in a subset of Russian roots?

Viewed from this perspective, this pattern is significant for the theoretical questions it raises about morphophonology and its interaction with morphosyntactic structure. A first question concerns LOCALITY: what are the conditions on how local one morpheme must be to another in order to trigger contextual allomorphy? How much information will the mechanism that makes the choice of allomorph have, when that choice is made? Many theories invoke some form
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of structural adjacency (Siegel 1978, Allen 1979, Embick 2003, 2010, Bobaljik 2012), sometimes in combination with linear adjacency (Embick 2010). The consequent prediction is that a morpheme \( m_1 \) not sufficiently local to another \( m_2 \) should never condition allomorphy on \( m_2 \). Whether this prediction is in fact borne out is a matter of some controversy: when apparent counter-examples to the generalization have emerged – for example in Itelmen (Bobaljik 2000) and Itzaj Maya (Radkevich 2011) – they have sometimes been subject to heavy scrutiny and re-analysis (Bobaljik 2012, Bonet & Harbour 2012, Butler 2012).\(^3\) The empirical question is of particular theoretical importance, because competing theories of contextual allomorphy – DM (Embick 2010), Monostratal OT (McCarthy & Prince 1993a,b), Stratal OT (Kiparsky 2000) – make differing predictions about whether an allomorph may ever be chosen on the basis of global (i.e. non-local) considerations. Theories that subscribe to inside-out cyclic structure-building predict that the choice should be based only on local information (i.e., looking three morphemes down should not be an option), by some definition of locality.\(^4\)

Depending on the status of the currently underspecified glosses in (1,2), it is possible to construe examples like (2c) as instances of just the kind of non-local interaction which theories with structural and/or linear adjacency restrictions for allomorphic interaction would prohibit. A prominent view is that the vowel preceding the DI suffix in forms like (1c) is the instantiation of a verbalizing \( v \) head, and the DI suffix is housed in an Asp head just above it (Svenonius 2004a,b). In forms like (2c), the DI suffix must not have an affixal realization in the context of certain roots. The core question concerns the unglossed [-\( a- \)] vowel in (2): is it also an instantiation of \( v \)? If this is the case, then the allomorphic sensitivity of the aspectual head hosting the DI suffix to the identity of particular roots in examples like (2c) would have to extend – both structurally and in terms of linear order – past the \( v \) head hosting this vowel and its phonological exponent. If this were the right view of the data, these cases would provide a valuable and new type of counter-example to the claimed adjacency restrictions on allomorphy.

I argue, however, that further investigation of these patterns obviates the need for reference to non-adjacency in allomorphy. I provide an alternative analysis of the patterns in (1,2), in which the [-\( a- \)] vowel in both (1c) and (2c) is a theme vowel associated with the functional head Asp, following previous work in which theme vowels are associated with specific functional heads (Oltra-Massuet 1999, Embick & Halle 2005, Oltra-Massuet & Arregi 2005). Contrary to previous proposals (Svenonius 2004b), I claim that this vowel is NOT the realization of \( v \), and in some cases actually co-occurs with true realizations of \( v \). The lack of appearance of a traditional DI allomorph in examples like (2c) is, then, the result of contextual allomorphy between Asp and the root which is in fact linearly adjacent. Understanding such apparent counter-examples is key to a better understanding of what kind of locality condition should be invoked in theories of contextual allomorphy. To the extent that putatively non-local instances of
contextual allomorphy can be re-analyzed as local, theories that impose strict locality conditions on allomorphic interactions are vindicated.

A second theoretical question concerns how best to account for phonological processes that are non-concatenative, and triggered by morphosyntactic features. In a realizational theory like Distributed Morphology (DM), such interactions have traditionally been dealt with through the application of Readjustment rules: phonological rules that apply in a listed set of (possibly unrelated) morphosyntactic environments. These rules apply after the matching of morphosyntactic features to their corresponding phonological exponents (Vocabulary Insertion, in DM), and they have often been the source of concern for their potential unrestrictedness and potential to weaken the predictive power of a theory like DM (Siddiqi 2006, 2009, Bye & Svenonius 2012, Haugen & Siddiqi To appear). To the extent that morphophonological analyses can eventually do away with readjustment rules, or at least significantly limit their power, the benefit to a theory like DM is quite apparent: it would become both more restrictive and, consequently, more convincing.

In line with recent proposals by Bye & Svenonius (2012), the solution presented in the present case study aims to demonstrate that a significant amount of the processes that readjustment rules were meant to handle can in fact be handled by regular phonology. I develop a significantly different approach to a phenomenon that would otherwise call for readjustment rules, by leveraging the tools already made available by DM – namely, Vocabulary Insertion (VI) – in combination with the idea that the exponents inserted at VI may be not just phonological segments, but also pieces of abstract phonology. This idea capitalizes on existing proposals in the literature in which the exponent of a morphosyntactic feature can be not just phonological segments, but pieces of the autosegmental representation: syllables, morae, feet, etc. (Lieber 1987, Akinlabi 1996, Wolf 2006, Akinlabi 2011). In the Russian cases of interest here, the claim is that one possible exponent of the derived imperfective morpheme is actually a mora, which, once inserted, has the expected effects on the phonological shape of the root, given what we know about the phonology of the language. The roots of these forms contain a yer: these are vowels which were first posited by Rubach (1986) and Yearley (1995) to be vowels without a timing slot, or without a mora. Supplying an extra mora via VI as the exponent of DI features has the expected effect of ensuring that the root yer vowel is realized, even though there is no phonotactic motivation for this realization. This provides an alternative way to model a morphosyntactically triggered phonological process, without invoking readjustment rules.

Taken together, these arguments lead to an analysis in which the allomorphic relation between the Aspectual head and the root aligns with previous theorizing about the role of locality in allomorphy. The analysis of the second part of the relevant pattern, in which the root takes on a different shape as a result of the presence of DI features, obviates the need for reference to readjustment
rules. I demonstrate that it can be modeled instead as a morphosyntactically triggered phonological process, provided that the theory of exponence allows both segments AND other kinds of phonological material (i.e., a mora) to act as exponents of morphosyntactic features. Looking ahead, the analysis presented here will ultimately describe three core verbal patterns: the one represented in (1c), with its potentially different realizations, and the perfective (2b) and imperfective (2c) patterns associated with the special class of verbs that are the main target of the account. Presupposing the proposals just above, below I present a condensed diagram of the syntactic structures associated with all three patterns under the analysis to be defended here, as well as their phonological exponents. Roots and prefixes containing yers are marked with a Y in their underlying representations.

(3) za-bol’-e-v-a-t’
PFX-hurt-v-DI-TH-INF
‘to fall ill’ (IMPF) (1c)

(4) razo-sl-a-t’
apart-send-TH-INF
‘send out’ (PFV) (2b)

(5) ras-syl-a-t’
apart-send-TH-INF
‘send out’ (IMPF) (2c)
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. §2 describes the relevant pattern in detail, examining the varieties of DI suffixation and focusing in on the specific and unusual pattern illustrated in (2), by way of comparison of the DI forms with their corresponding prefixed perfective forms. It also presents a prominent analysis of these forms which I will ultimately reject in favor of an alternative. §2.3 provides an account in terms of the prominent and well-articulated model of allomorphic interactions presented in Embick 2010: on this view, the pattern of interest is captured via a combination of inwardly-sensitive contextual allomorphy of the exponent of Asp to the root, in conjunction with the application of morphosyntactically triggered readjustment rules which yield the vocalic pattern in the root. This exploration yields two interesting challenges: first, depending on how the vowels surrounding the DI suffix are analyzed, the contextual allomorphy that must be invoked may appear on the surface to be non-local, contradicting Embick’s (2010) model (along with many others). §3 argues instead for the view represented above, namely that the relevant interaction is a local one. This argument is based on an analysis of the [-a-] vowel that appears in all three forms above as a theme vowel projected from the Asp head (thereby eliminating it as a potential intervener). Second, an approach along the lines of Embick 2010 necessitates the use of readjustment rules; apart from any theoretical objections, I point out that this approach also faces certain empirical difficulties, resulting in a loss of generalization. §4 develops an alternative account in which the grammatically triggered process is integrated into the general phonology of Russian. The account makes crucial use of the idea that realization of morphosyntactic features need not always be segmental: if exponents can be pieces of phonological representations, then the need for readjustment rules in such cases is obviated. §5 concludes.

2. THE PATTERN AND ITS INITIAL IMPLICATIONS

The description that follows relies on a particular analysis of the Russian verbal complex, based on work by Svenonius (2004a,b) and extensions thereof (Gribanova 2010, 2013b). The glosses used in examples in this section correspondingly presuppose that analysis. The approach I will argue and for and adopt in §3 differs somewhat from what is initially outlined here, in §2. There are strong reasons to start with this particular description, however: it captures many of the relevant observations accurately, and it represents one of the few existing attempts to connect a morphophonological parse of the Russian verbal complex to a morphosyntactic structure using a contemporary analytical vocabulary. Further, while much attention has been paid to the morphosyntax of Slavic prefixes, this is one of very few discussions of the morphosyntax and morphophonology of the interaction of DI suffixes with stem-final inflection.

The verb forms we will be investigating consist minimally of five parts, as illustrated in (6b), from left to right: these include a lexical prefix (LP), the root, a
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pre-inflection suffix (usually just a vowel, null in certain forms), a DI suffix (when it is a suffix), and inflectional information (gender, person, number).

(6) a. pod-pis-a-la
   LP-write-v-SG.F
   ‘she signed (something)’ (PFV) (based on Svenonius 2004b)

   b. pod-pis-ø-yva-la
   LP-write-v-DI-SG.F
   ‘she was signing (something)’ (IMPF) (based on Svenonius 2004b)

LP are perfectivizing, non-compositional prefixes which are not separable from the root. Every LP that has a consonant-final variant also has a vowel-final variant in which the vowel is a yer – a lexically specified vowel which alternates in certain contexts with zero (e.g., [pod-]∼[podo-]).

The status of the (often vocalic) pre-inflection suffix and its interaction with the DI suffix will be a major subject of discussion in later sections (§3), but deserves some mention here as well. Because this question is under debate, I will use the term ‘pre-inflection vowel/suffix’ as a neutral term of reference. These suffixes reflect conjugation class, and are usually taken to be verbalizers, in the sense that their presence in canonical (non-DI) verb forms is generally necessary. Importantly, on this view the pre-inflection vowel is an instantiation of v, as reflected in the above glosses. One piece of evidence for this claim comes from the observation that LP-root combinations appear not just in verbal forms, but also in nominal and adjectival forms; in the latter two cases, the verbalizing suffix is not present, with other endings instead signaling information about category type.

(7) a. razo-br-a-t’ ‘take apart’ (V)
   b. razon-br-čiv-yj ‘picky’ (A)
   c. ne-raz-ber-ixa ‘confusion’ (colloq.) (N)
   d. raz-bor ‘analysis’ (N)
   e. raz-bor-ka ‘dismantlement’ (N)
   f. raz-bor-ščik ‘person who does dismantlement’ (N)

As proposed in Svenonius (2004b), it is possible to understand the null exponent of the pre-inflection vowel in (6b) as the result of a regressive vowel hiatus resolution rule that deletes the first vowel in morphologically derived sequences of vowels (Jakobson 1948).

It follows from this view that the [-a-] vowel in forms like (6a) is an instantiation of v. It also follows that the allomorphs of the DI suffix, when it has a suffixal exponent, are at least [-va-] or [-i/yva-]. Both of these claims differ from the position I will ultimately defend (and which was laid out in the introduction); see §3 for a defense of this view. Depending on the analysis, DI also has other realizations (Halle 1963, Flier 1972, Coats 1974, Feinberg
1990, Matushansky 2009); this matter, and the matter of DI’s interaction with
the rest of Russian verbal morphophonology, is a complicated one, and the focus
of this paper is rather more narrow. Proceeding from the assumption that the
different realizations of DI correspond to the same syntactic structure, I attempt
to connect the morphosyntax of the verbal complex described and defended in
the next section to the morphophonology of the special pattern in which, rather
than the suffixation shown in (6b), DI features are realized as what I will claim is
grammatically triggered yer realization in the verb root.

2.1 Morphosyntax

The choice of syntactic structure for the Russian verbal complex is an especially
important one for the purposes of this discussion. Any syntactic structure will
make predictions about which morphemes are expected to be hierarchically and
linearly adjacent, and therefore it is important that the structure in question be
well-motivated on independent grounds. Here, I adopt the structure defended in
Gribanova 2010, 2013b, which has its roots in the work of Svenonius (2004a).8 On
this view, the parts of the verb are distributed across syntactic space, and unified
via head movement to a position just below T (recall that the aspectual prefixes
are not separable from the complex).

The structures above arise from a constellation of assumptions about mor-
phosyntactic structure broadly and Russian verbal syntax, more narrowly. At the
broader level, these include the idea that morphosyntactic structure is syntactically
composed2, and that roots must be categorized by functional heads – in the case
above, v (Arad 2003, Marantz 2007: et seq.). More narrowly, the claims here are
that the parts of the Russian verb move to an Asp projection just below T ('short
verb movement') (Bailyn 1995a,b), and that at least one variety of perfectivizing
aspectual prefixes, LP, are merged low, while the DI suffix is merged high, in an
Asp head above v.

In brief, evidence for the claim that the verb is composed via head movement
comes from the observation that the morphophonological and morphosyntactic
unification of the verb must feed further head movement in Russian, for yes-no
question formation (10a) (King 1995, Franks & King 2000) or focus movement
of the verb (10b).10,11
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‘Have you discussed the possible lowering of world oil prices...?’

b. Terpet’ ne mogu [terpet’] etu damskuju
Stand-INF NEG can-1SG [stand-1SG] this-ACC dam-like-ACC manner.
maner-ACC

‘I can’t stand that haughty manner.’
(I. Grekova. Perelom, 1987.)

There is also evidence for the hierarchical positions of these morphemes with respect to each other. As demonstrated in (7) and repeated just below, the LP and root appear together across categories and appear to be combined prior to the categorization of the complex.

(11) a. razo-br-a-t’ ‘take apart’ (V)
b. raz-bor-čiv-yj ‘picky’ (A)
c. ne-raz-ber-ixa ‘confusion’ (colloq.) (N)
d. raz-bor ‘analysis’ (N)
e. raz-bor-ka ‘dismantlement’ (N)
f. raz-bor-ščik ‘person who does dismantlement’ (N)

If this complex is to be a verb, it typically must appear with the pre-inflection suffix (v, in this analysis) in the large majority of cases. Derived imperfectivization can apply to verbal stems only, suggesting that DI is merged above or simultaneously with v in the syntax; nominalizations which include DI are always eventive.

(12) a. pod-pis-ø-yva-t’ ∼ pod-pis-ø-yva-nie ∼ pod-pis’
LP-write-v-DI-INF ∼ LP-write-v-DI-NMLZ ∼ LP-write
‘to sign (IMPF)’ ∼ ‘(the) signing’, *signature ∼ ‘signature’
b. za-rabat-ø-yva-t’ ∼ za-rabat-ø-yva-nie ∼ za-rabot-ok
LP-work-v-DI-INF ∼ LP-work-v-DI-NMLZ ∼ LP-work-n
‘to earn (IMPF)’ ∼ ‘(the act of) earning’ *earnings ∼ ‘earnings’
c. vy-strel-ø-iva-t’ ∼ vy-strel-ø-iva-nie ∼ vy-strel
LP-shoot-v-DI-INF ∼ LP-shoot-v-DI-NMLZ ∼ LP-shoot
‘to fire (a gun) (IMPF)’ ∼ ‘(the act of) firing (a gun)’ *shot ∼ ‘(a) shot’
Finally, DI can only attach to perfectivized, lexically prefixed verbs (13), indicating that DI must be merged high in the structure, above the LP-root complex at least.

(13) kolot′ → nakolot′ → nakalyvat′(*kalyvat′)
    chop.INF → chop enough of sth. INF → chop enough of sth.INF

With this brief justification of the syntactic structure for Russian in place, we can move to focussing more directly on the phonological process involved in examples like (2c).

2.2 Phonology

The main phonological puzzle to be addressed in this paper involves a particular sub-pattern of derived imperfectivization that seems to involve changes to the root, rather than suffixation. This is shown in (14c), where we temporarily adopt the parse of the verbal complex just presented in §2.

(14) a. sl-a-t′
    send-v-INF
    ‘to send’ (IMPF)

b. razo-sl-a-t′
    apart-sent-v-INF
    ‘send out’ (PFV)

c. ras-syl-a-ø-t′
    apart-send-v-DI-INF
    ‘send out’ (IMPF)

d. *syl-a-t′
    send-v-INF

To understand what is unusual about this pattern, it is necessary to situate it within the broader context of Russian phonology. An initial observation is that the root of the verb send in the perfective is lacking a vocalic nucleus (14b), whereas there is a vowel in the nucleus of the root in the DI form (14c). Such vowel-zero alternations are common throughout the grammar of Russian, and are the synchronic reflex of a Common Slavic historical process in which short vowels ˘u and ˘i (yers) were systematically dropped in weak positions, in accordance with Havlík’s Law (Kiparsky 1979). The synchronic pattern is understood to be the result of the non-vocalization, in certain contexts, of vowels o and e in the underlying phonemic representation. Investigations of this broader pattern in generative phonology have reliably established that it cannot be the result of epenthesis (Pesetsky 1979, Bethin 1992, Yearley 1995). In the verb forms of interest to us, there are yers both prefix-finally and root-internally; following Yearley (1995), I will claim that there is a yer present in an underlying form just
in case there is a morphologically and semantically related form in which the yer is vocalized (see the cross-check column in the tables that follow). Where I must specify a yer in an underlying representation, I capitalize it, to distinguish these from full, non-alternating o and e.

An important observation about Russian yer realization is that it is partly phonotactically motivated, but not entirely. It is largely predictable on the basis of constraints on optimal syllable structure (Szpyra 1992, Yearley 1995) and constraints on sonority (Rubach 2000, Matushansky 2002, Kats 2006); but there are also environments where the realization of a yer seems motivated entirely by the alternating pattern imposed by Havlík’s Law, rather than by any visible phonological constraints. This mixed picture is especially salient for the forms under consideration here, because they involve sequences of yers in morphologically complex (prefixed) forms. Analyses that attempt to attribute Russian yer behavior exclusively to optimizing phonological constraints famously have difficulty accounting for prefixal yer behavior (Yearley 1995, Gouskova 2012). In what follows, we will consider first the yer patterns in prefixed perfective forms; the DI pattern becomes more clear when contrasted with the perfective pattern.

To maximize clarity, the phonetic representations in brackets abstract away from processes which are irrelevant to the current study.

2.2.1 The perfective pattern

Each prefix’s perfective form in Table 1 is composed of a root and a prefix, both of which have underlying yers. For example, the verb razorvat’ ‘to rip apart’ contains a prefix-final yer, which is vocalized as -o-, and a root-internal yer, which is not vocalized in this form but which appears in morphologically related forms (e.g., poryv ‘burst’).

There are two important descriptive generalizations one can make about the prefixed perfective variants of verbs with yer-containing roots. First, the inflected stem is always realized identically, whether it has a prefix attached to it or not. This suggests that, for the purposes of the mechanism governing yer realization, the inflected stem is a unit to the exclusion of the prefix (Pesetsky 1979).

(15) a. /ˇzOg/ → [ˇzog] ‘burn.PST.SG.M’
   /podO + ˇOg/ → [podˇzog] (*podžg, *podožg) ‘set fire to.PST.M’

b. /ˇOglal/ → [ˇžglal] ‘burn.PST.SG.F’
   /podO + ˇOglal/ → [podožglal] (*podžogla, *podožogla) ‘set fire to.PST.SG.F’

c. /tEr/ → [t’or] ‘rubbed.PST.SG.M’
   /razO + tEr/ → [ras’t’or] (*rastr, *razotr) ‘ground.PST.SG.M’

d. /tErU/ → [tru] ‘rub.1SG’
   /razO + tErU/ → [razo’tru] (*rasto’oru, *razot’oru) ‘grind up.FUT.1SG’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[+PAST], no prefix</th>
<th>[+PAST], prefixed</th>
<th>Cross-check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rval ‘ripped.SG.M’</td>
<td>razorval ‘ripped apart.SG.M’</td>
<td>poriy ‘burst’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlii ‘angered.SG.M’</td>
<td>razozlii ‘angered.SG.M’</td>
<td>zol ‘angry.PSV.M’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lgal ‘lied.SG.M’</td>
<td>obolgal ‘slandered.SG.M’</td>
<td>loz ‘lie’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dral ‘tore.SG.M’</td>
<td>razodral ‘tore to pieces.SG.M’</td>
<td>dero ‘rip.PRS.1SG’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zral ‘gobbled.SG.M’</td>
<td>okožralas’a ‘overate.REF.SG.M’</td>
<td>obžora ‘glutton’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slal ‘sent.SG.M’</td>
<td>razosnal ‘sent out.SG.M’</td>
<td>posol ‘ambassador’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sral (vulg.) ‘defecated.SG.M’</td>
<td>obosral (vulg.) ‘cover in feces.SG.M’</td>
<td>sorić ‘litter.INF’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>žog ‘burned.SG.M’</td>
<td>podžog ‘set fire to.SG.M’</td>
<td>izžoga ‘heartburn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’or ‘ground.SG.M’</td>
<td>razi’or ‘ground.SG.M’</td>
<td>t’ortyj ‘grated.M’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p’or ‘trudged.SG.M’</td>
<td>podp’or ‘trudged up to.SG.M’</td>
<td>peret ‘trudge.INF’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[-PAST], no prefix</th>
<th>[-PAST], prefixed</th>
<th>Cross-check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rvu ‘rip.1SG’</td>
<td>razorvu ‘rip up.1SG’</td>
<td>poriy ‘burst’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zliu ‘anger.1SG’</td>
<td>razozliu ‘make angry.1SG’</td>
<td>zol ‘angry.PSV.M’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lgu ‘lie.1SG’</td>
<td>obolgu ‘slander.1SG’</td>
<td>loz ‘lie’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dero ‘tore.1SG’</td>
<td>razoderu ‘tore up.1SG’</td>
<td>dero ‘tore.PRS.1SG’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sli’u ‘send.1SG’</td>
<td>razošl’u ‘send out.1SG’</td>
<td>posol ‘ambassador’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zru ‘gobble.1SG’</td>
<td>obožralas’a ‘overate.REF.1SG’</td>
<td>obžora ‘glutton’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sru ‘litter.1SG’</td>
<td>obosru ‘cover in filth.1SG’</td>
<td>sorić ‘litter.INF’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>žgu ‘burn.1SG’</td>
<td>podožgu ‘set fire to.1SG’</td>
<td>izžoga ‘heartburn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tru ‘ground.1SG’</td>
<td>razotru ‘ground.1SG’</td>
<td>t’ortyj ‘grated.M’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pru ‘trudge.1SG’</td>
<td>podopru ‘trudge up to.1SG’</td>
<td>peret ‘trudge.INF’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Yer behavior: inflected stems with and without prefixes
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Whether the root yer is realized in the inflected stem or not seems to be governed by syllable structure and sonority considerations (Yearley 1995). For example, in the perfective forms podzog ‘burn (pst, sg, m)’ and ras’or ‘ground (pst, sg, m)’, the root yer is realized in order to ensure that the root has a vocalic nucleus of some kind.

A second set of generalizations concerns the preflexial yer, which is realized for one of two reasons. First, it is sometimes realized for what look like phonotactic reasons: it resolves bad sonority contours or impossible syllable shapes which we know to be unacceptable in the language. For example, word-initial fricative geminate sequences are avoided in Russian, if they are followed immediately by a consonant (Rubach 2000, Matushansky 2002). This is demonstrated first with yer-containing prepositions (homophonous with prefixes), and then with yer-containing LP, in (16).

(16) Constraints on sonority: avoided word-initial geminate fricatives followed by a consonant

In yer-containing proclitic prepositions:
/sO straxom/ → [so straxom] (*s straxom) ‘with fear’
c.f. /otO straxa/ → [ot straxa] (*oto straxa) ‘from fear’
/sO stolom/ → [so stolom] (*s stolom) ‘with a table’
c.f. /otO stola/ → [ot stola] (*oto stola) ‘from a table’
/vO vlasti/ → [vo ‘vlasti] (*v vlasti) ‘in power’
c.f. /otO +vlasti/ → [ot ‘vlasti] (*oto vlasti) ‘from power’
/vO vrem’a/ → [vo vrem’a] (*v vrem’a) ‘in time’
c.f. /otO vrem’a/ → [ot vrem’a] (*oto vrem’a) ‘from time’

In prefixes, including LP:
/sO + skoˇcitj/ → [soskoˇcitj] (*skoˇcitj) ‘hop off. INF’
c.f. /podO + skoˇcitj/ → [podskoˇcitj] (*podskoˇcitj) ‘hop up. INF’
/sO + stricˇj/ → [sostricˇj] (*stricˇj) ‘cut (hair) off. INF’
c.f. /podO + stricˇj/ → [podostricˇj] (*podostricˇj) ‘cut (hair) a bit. INF’
/sO + stradatj/ → [sostradatj] (*ststradatj) ‘sympathize. INF’
c.f. /otO + stradatj/ → [otstradatj] (*otstradatj) ‘suffer enough. INF’

There is a second motivation, though, which is not reducible to phonological output constraints: the prefix yer is sometimes realized just if the root yer has been deleted (17).

(17) Alternating pattern: the LP yer is realized only if the root yer IS NOT realized

Root yer realized:
/podO + pEr/ → [podopEr] (*podopEr) ‘trudged up to. PST.SG.M’
/podO + ˇzOg/ → [podˇzOg] (*podˇzOg) ‘set fire to. PST.M’
/razO + tEr/ → [razotEr] (*razotEr) ‘ground. PST.SG.M’
VERA GRIBANOVA

Root yer not realized:

/podO + ˇzOgu/ → [podoˈʒgu] (*podozgu *podžgu) set fire to.FUT.1SG’
/razO + sOlal/ → [razo ːslal] (*razosolal, *rasslal) ‘sent out.PST.SG.M’

What substantiates the claim that prefixal yer realization in (17) is not driven by any obvious phonological well-formedness constraints? A possible phonological motivator for the realization of the prefixal yer in forms like [podoˈpru], [podoˈʒgu], and [razo ːslal] is a putative drive to optimize foot structure or prosodic contour. The issue with this reasoning is that it is possible to find (near) minimal pairs for some of the relevant prefixed verbs in which the root vowel is a full vowel, rather than a yer. If the underlying motivation here were a drive to optimize prosodic contour, we would expect the prefix yer to behave the same way, regardless of whether the root contains a full vowel or a yer vowel. But this expectation is not borne out: whether the verb root contains a yer seems to matter for determining the behavior of the prefix yer, as demonstrated in the forms below.

(18)  a. yer-containing root:
   /otO + bOral/ → [otoˈbral] (*otbral) ‘took away.SG.M’
   b. yer-less root:
   /otO + bril/ → [otˈbril] (*otobril) ‘cut someone off.SG.M’

Verbs forms like brit’ ‘shave’ exhibit no yer alternation – there is no morphologically related form with this root which would realize an additional vowel. The behavior of the prefix when it is attached to verbs with yer -less roots is consistent: there is never prefixal yer realization in these cases, as demonstrated by analogous forms below.

(19)  a. /otO + bril/ → [otˈbril] (*otobril) ‘cut someone off.PST.SG.M’
   b. /razO + kryl/ → [razo ːkryl] (*razokryl) ‘opened up.PST.SG.M’
   c. /razO + tr ɔ astil/ → [rastrɔˈastı] (*razotɔˈasti) ‘shake around.INF’
   d. /podO + gnil/ → [podˈgnil] (*podognil) ‘rotted a bit.PST.SG.M’

This evidence demonstrates that, apart from phonotactic considerations, prefixal yer realization is also conditioned by whether the root contains a yer. This seems to be a synchronic reflex of Havlík’s Law, in which the fate of a yer is determined by whether there are other yers in its vicinity, conditioned by cyclic domains (Lightner 1972, Pesetsky 1979). This dual motivation for Russian yer realization in verbal complexes is important, since any phonological account will have to deal with both the phonologically optimizing patterns and the alternating pattern.

As will become clear in the following section, the DI pattern is also consistent with the alternating yer pattern found here, in the sense that each form contains two yers, and only one of them is vocalized. In the DI pattern, though, the alternation goes the other way: yer realization in the root means that the prefix yer is never realized.
2.2.2 The derived imperfective pattern

The DI pattern for these verbs differs from the perfective paradigm primarily in its vocalic pattern: where perfective forms vocalize a prefix yer, the DI forms of the same verbs realize a putative root yer, shown in Table 2.14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PREFIXED PFV</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>CROSS-CHECK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>podobral</td>
<td>podbiral</td>
<td>'picked up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>razorval</td>
<td>razryval</td>
<td>‘rip up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obožraljsja</td>
<td>obžiraljsja</td>
<td>‘over-ate.REFL.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obošral (vulg.)</td>
<td>obširal (vulg.)</td>
<td>‘covered in feces.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otoslal</td>
<td>otsylal</td>
<td>‘sent away.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>razodral</td>
<td>razdiral</td>
<td>‘tore up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rast’or</td>
<td>rastiral</td>
<td>‘ground up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>podžog</td>
<td>podžigal</td>
<td>‘set fire to.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>podžogla</td>
<td>podžigala</td>
<td>‘set fire to.1/2/3SG.F.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>podp’or</td>
<td>podpiral</td>
<td>‘prop sth. up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>podozval</td>
<td>podzyval</td>
<td>‘call s.o. over.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obolgal</td>
<td>oblygal (arch.)</td>
<td>‘to lie about.1/2/3SG.M.PST’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Irregular derived imperfective paradigm

What is clear about this putative root yer realization is that it has no phonological motivation – we know from taking stock of the perfective paradigm that forms without root yer realization are possible and attested. Putative yer realization in the DI forms seems rather to be a direct reflex of morphosyntactic features; developing an account of this pattern is the topic of §4.

For completeness, I also list in Table 3 a series of verb forms which appear to follow a somewhat similar pattern and which are often assumed to contain root yers (Yearley 1995), but where some part of the pattern is obscured by additional morphological complexity or anomaly. For example, several of the perfective forms in Table 3 do not have DI counterparts at all. Other forms (e.g. razomknut ‘open’) involve an additional semelfactive suffix [-nu-] in the perfective, which is absent in the DI form.

I list these here in part because, to the extent Tables 2 and 3 are a unified class, it may be of interest to note that the DI forms of these verbs almost never involve the regular form of DI suffix. An exception is the archaic DI form obžirat’, ‘to look something over’, whose more contemporary and productive version is actually obozrevat’, which uses the standard DI suffix.15 Nevertheless, almost all of the forms in Table 3 involve some kind of change to the root, often similar to the kind found in Table 2. This brings us quite close, although perhaps not all the way, to being able to make the generalization that yer-containing verbal roots are of the kind that undergo a special form of derived imperfectivization.
Returning now to the main pattern in Table 2, I have been using the term ‘putative’ to refer to the root yer realization in these forms, because the quality of the realized vowel is not entirely expected: yers are realized as [o] and [e], but the vowels at issue are [i] and [y]. There are several pieces of evidence, though, that the relevant vowels are yers despite their unusual quality. First, they are realized in forms we know independently to contain yers (see the cross-check column). Second, we know that they alternate with zero because they are often not realized in related perfective forms; when they ARE realized in perfective forms (like podzog ‘set fire (pst, sg, m)’, rast’or ‘ground up (pst, sg, m)’, etc.), they are realized, as expected, as -o-. It would seem that the unusual vowel quality in the DI forms is directly linked to the morphosyntactic DI features which trigger the yer realization in the first place. Finally, the vowel quality in DI forms can be understood as part of a class of more general vowel mutation processes applying to certain aspectual pairs, and extending beyond this paradigm to forms lacking yers. The pattern in (20), going from left to right, involves the imperfective stem, which is then perfectivized via the addition of a prefix, and then imperfectivized again via the addition of a DI suffix. The first line of each example provides a broad phonetic transcription, while the second is the transliteration of the orthographic form. The third line provides a gloss that is in accordance with the initial parses we have established for such verbs. What these forms demonstrate is that the addition of the DI suffix may change the quality of a root’s vowel.\textsuperscript{16} 

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
PREFIXED PFV DI & GLOSS & CROSS-CHECK \\
\hline
razomknul & razmykal & ‘open.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
 podognal & podgonal & ‘drive up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
 podotknul & poditykal & ‘tuck up.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
 otorstil & otorstil (arch.) & ‘take revenge.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
 podofstil & podlestil & ‘worm self into favor.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
 obozrel & obziral (arch.) & ‘look sth. over.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
 podotkal & lexical gap & ‘add to the weaving.1/2/3SG.F.PST’ \\
 razoztil & lexical gap & ‘make mad.1/2/3SG.M.PST’ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Irregular derived imperfective paradigm – irregular alternations}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{16}
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b.  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{moroz-}i-t' & \quad \text{za-moroz-}i-t' & \quad \text{za-moraž-ø-iva-}t' \\
\text{freeze-TH-INF} & \quad \text{LP-freeze-TH-INF} & \quad \text{LP-freeze-TH-DI-INF} \\
\text{‘to freeze} & \quad \text{‘to freeze} & \quad \text{‘to freeze}
\end{align*}
\]

Iw illin notes that they appear to be fairly common in perfective/DI alternations, and that it should therefore come as no surprise that the quality of the yer vowels in the forms that concern us is also unusual. Furthermore, the alternations in (20) and Table 2 are linked historically: both are derived from Proto-Indo-European ablaut, in which vowel lengthening (leading to the vowel quality changes of synchronic forms) and vowel deletion are both involved (Vlasto 1986).

The question of whether the root vowels in the DI forms of Table 2 are actually yers is an important one, because the answer to this question ultimately determines how we view such alternations and their consequent analysis. There are in principle two ways of understanding the pattern in Table 2: as outward sensitive root suppletion, or as inward-sensitive allomorphy of Asp to the identity of the root. I discuss each possibility in turn, arguing that the latter view is the more attractive.

On the former view, we stipulate that there are two forms of the root: to take an example, for \textit{razobrat} ‘take apart (inf)’, the forms are \textit{-br-} (perfective) and \textit{-bir-} (DI). The choice of form would be determined by features on Asp, which, according to the morphosyntactic structure in (9), is merged above the root. On this approach, the two forms are the result of outward-looking root suppletion: on an inside-out view of structure-building, the choice of suppletive root form will need to be made with reference to hierarchically higher Asp features. Parsing the data this way allows us to keep the generalization that yers are only ever realized as [o] or [e] – the unusual quality of the DI root’s vowel is a separate issue, and is listed, along with a root that contains no vowel at all. But it also risks a loss of generalization, in taking the two forms to be suppletive: the consonants in all these forms are always the same, and the vocalic melody is systematic in the way that it differs from perfective to DI forms. This view also misses the generalization that the observed alternation only ever occurs in forms we independently know to contain alternating vowels (i.e., yers).

I will argue instead for the latter view, in which the two surface forms of the root – \textit{br-} and \textit{-bir-}, to take our previous example – are derived from the same yer-containing underlying representation (bYr, where Y is a yer). Asp is inwardly sensitive to the identity of the root, and when the features of Asp are DI, Asp’s exponent will be special, in a sense to be elaborated in later sections (rather than being realized simply as a suffix). In addition to this, there must be some way of making Asp’s DI features trigger the realization of the root yer – the mechanism responsible for this is the subject of §2.3 and §4. This approach captures the
similarity between the two forms of the root, since they arise from the same underlying form, and it explains why this alternation is only ever found in forms with roots that we know independently to contain yers. It leaves unexplained the unusual vowel quality of the root vowel, but this seems to be part of a more wide-ranging process which would require an independent analysis in any case.

Having determined what is involved in the alternation in Table 2, as well as the morphosyntax of the verbal complex, we will move now to considering whether the inward-sensitive allomorphy of Asp to the root is necessarily non-local, as an initial look at the structure in (9,22) would suggest.

2.3 Contextual allomorphy and readjustment

We have thus far established a working hypothesis about the morphosyntactic structure that underlies the DI pattern:

(21) \[
\begin{array}{c}
TP \\
T \\
AspP \\
\text{Asp} \\
\text{DI} \\
\text{vP} \\
\text{√P} \\
\text{LP} \\
⇒
\end{array}
\]

(22) \[
\begin{array}{c}
TP \\
T \\
AspP \\
\text{Asp} \\
\text{…} \\
\text{DI} \\
\text{vP} \\
\text{√P} \\
\text{PFX} \\
\text{√P} \\
\text{Asp} \\
\text{DI}
\end{array}
\]

Assuming these structures, the DI pattern at issue would be the result of two components of DM. A first component is VI, which in DM is the mechanism by which morphosyntactic features are realized phonologically, bottom up and cyclically. In this case, the exponent of DI in the context of a certain list of roots (roughly, the yer-containing ones) will need to be null, as opposed to the overt suffix that appears in the canonical case. VI will consequently need to have access to the identity of these roots at the point of its application. A second component is the mechanism – readjustment rules – which changes the form of certain roots (the yer-containing ones) when Asp bears DI features.

(23) \[
\text{Asp[DI]} \rightarrow \text{yer realization in the Root for } \{/bOr/, /zOv/, /dOr/, /rOv/, /ˇzOr/ \ldots \}
\]

Importantly, both mechanisms are governed by locality restrictions on their application, although these are not identical. Locality domains are partially defined by the category-defining heads in such structures: these heads are considered to be phase-defining, and will trigger spell-out to the interfaces, as well as phonological and morphosyntactic opacity. In Embick 2010, the merger of a phase-defining head (x) in (24) induces spell-out of everything contained in some phase (y) that x commands.18
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(24)  WP
     /\     \\
    W  xP \\
       /\     \\
      x  AP  yP \\
         /\       \\
        A  y  B

(25) If \(x\) and \(y\) are cyclic heads, allomorphy is possible between:
    a) \(W\) and \(x\)
    b) \(x\) and \(A\)
    c) \(A\) and \(y\)
    d) \(x\) and \(y\), if \(A\) is null
    e) \(W\) and \(A\), if \(x\) is null
    f) \(A\) and \(B\), if \(y\) is null
    g) \(y\) and \(B\)
    but not between \(W\) and \(B\)

(26) If \(x\) and \(y\) are cyclic heads, readjustment may apply:
    a) \(W\) triggering \(x\)
    b) \(x\) triggering \(A\)
    c) \(A\) triggering \(y\)
    d) \(x\) triggering \(y\)
    e) \(W\) triggering \(A\)
    f) \(A\) triggering \(B\)
    g) \(y\) triggering \(B\)
    but not \(W\) triggering \(B\)

As evident from (25) and (26), both \(v1\) and readjustment are constrained by phases, in that once some part of the structure has been spelled out its morphosyntactic and phonological information is not accessible to higher domains to make reference to. As far as this restriction is concerned, both \(v1\) and readjustment can apply to our structure in (22): there is only one putative phase-head involved here (\(v\)), and the spell-out mechanism employed here will allow higher material (Asp) to make reference to lower material (the root), so long as there is not a second phase-head intervening between them. Thus, readjustment will apply successfully, because it is constrained only by phases.

As (25) indicates, contextual allomorphy is more restricted than readjustment, because it is accomplished in this approach via \(v1\), which is constrained not just by phases but also by a special notion of adjacency. In the general case, Embick’s 2010 theory requires structural adjacency between the morpheme undergoing allomorphy and its trigger; just in case there is intervening material, contextual allomorphy is possible ONLY IF THAT INTERVENING MATERIAL HAS NO PHONOLOGICAL REALIZATION (‘pruning’). Comparing this with the tree in (22), what emerges is that contextual allomorphy of Asp to the root should be impossible: there is a structural intervener, \(v\), which is also realized phonologically (-a-).
(27) Proposed parse according to §2 and (22):

a. pod-bi’r-a-ø-l
   LP-root-ν-DI-SG.М
   ‘picked up (IMPF)’

b. podo- br-a-l
   LP-root-ν-SG.М
   ‘picked up (PFV)’

There are at least two conclusions that can be drawn from this: it may be that this particular notion of locality (and many others, too) is simply incorrect, and that the locality conditions governing contextual allomorphy should be relaxed. If so, that would put this Russian finding in a small class with other morphological case studies that appear to require non-local interactions (Bobaljik 2000, Radkevich 2011, Merchant To appear). Alternatively, it may be the case that the non-locality in question is only superficial: once we attain a better understanding of the morphological structure of the Russian verb, the necessary interaction may actually emerge as local. The next section will argue in favor of the latter view.

3. The Contextual Allomorphy is Local

Whether the allomorphy between DI and the root can be considered local is largely a matter of the structural status and location of the pre-inflection vowel in verbs like (28):

(28) a. pod-bi’r-a-l
   LP-root-?-SG.М
   ‘picked up’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [podbi’ral])

b. podo- br-a-l
   LP-root-?-SG.М
   ‘picked up’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [podab’ral])

Recapitulating the non-locality problem from the previous section, if [ø-] in both the perfective and DI form of the same verb is an exponent of ν, then the parse will be as follows:

(29) Former parse according to §2 and (22):

a. pod-bi’r-a-ø-l
   LP-root-ν-DI-SG.М
   ‘picked up’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [podbi’ral])

b. podo- br-a-l
   LP-root-ν-SG.М
   ‘picked up’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [podab’ral])
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If this is the correct parse, it appears as though Asp must, in the DI case (29a), exhibit sensitivity to a subset of roots across this pre-inflection vowel, violating locality constraints on allomorphy that reference linear and structural adjacency. The alternative view of this interaction to be pursued here is, by contrast, in complete accord with such theories. The proposal is that the vowel [-a-] in the above forms is as the sister of the functional head Asp (Oltra-Massuet 1999, Oltra-Massuet & Arregi 2005), rather than being an exponent of v itself. [-a-] may also be associated with perfective forms sometimes, which obscures the picture. However, once a broad enough set of facts is considered, what emerges is that [-a-] is most often associated with imperfective forms, and is therefore best considered a theme vowel associated with the Asp head that bears imperfective features. Furthermore, the pre-inflection vowel often co-occurs with an overt realization of v, suggesting that they are distinct. If this is correct, the proposed parse of the forms in (28) would be as follows, and the interaction between the root and DI would be linearly adjacent:

(30) Newly proposed parse according to §3:
   a. pod-bir-ø-µ-a-l
      LP-root-v-DI-TH-SG.M
      'picked up' (IMPF) (broad transcription: [pədbɪ'ral])
   b. podo-br-ø-ø-a-l
      LP-root-v-AspPFV-TH-SG.M
      'picked up' (PFV) (broad transcription: [pədɑ'ral])

Crucially, the Asp head in such structures is realized as a floating mora (30a), which ensures the realization of the yer vowel in the root; §4 fleshes out this proposal. Under this revised view, the structures involved would be similar to the ones originally proposed in §2, but with some crucial amendments. The crucial observation is that v is most often null in such forms, though not in all forms, as we will see shortly. And the crucial amendment is that functional heads such as Asp may project a sister in the post-syntax that represents a theme vowel associated with that particular head (Oltra-Massuet 1999, Embick & Halle 2005, Oltra-Massuet & Arregi 2005). Following Embick & Halle (2005), I take the pre-inflection vowel to be the exponent of a TH (‘Theme’) node that is projected in the post-syntax, but not present in the syntax itself. The projection of these dissociated nodes in the post-syntax is conditioned by morphosyntactic features and structural configurations associated with particular functional heads; (32) and the other representations that follow are, then, the result of not just syntactic but also post-syntactic operations, at least insofar as they include the post-syntactically projected TH node.
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In this section, we concern ourselves with defending the claim that the pre-inflection [-a-] vowel is, in fact, a theme vowel (TH) that is associated with the Asp head, and is distinct from the verbalizer (v). This analysis is still consistent with the data presented in §2; for example, the fact that the pre-inflection vowel appears only in verbal or de-verbal forms (7) is consistent with its being associated with the projection of Asp, since Asep is also attached only to verbal and de-verbal forms.

Three pieces of evidence in support of this parse come from considering these examples in the context of derived imperfectivization more broadly. A first piece of evidence to support this alternative view is that it has positive analytical consequences for the more canonical cases of DI suffixation. Recall the parse we began with in §2 for cases in which overt DI suffixation is attested:

(33) Former parse according to §2 and (22):
   a. pod-pis-a-la
      LP-write-v-SG.F
      ‘she signed (sth)’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [podpi'salə])
   b. pod-pis-ø-yva-la
      LP-write-v-DI-SG.F
      ‘she was signing (sth)’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [pad'pisvalə])

The alternative proposal put forth here yields the following re-analysis of these forms:

(34) Alternative parse proposed in §3:
   a. pod-pis-ø-ø-a-la
      LP-write-v-Asp_{PFV}-TH-SG.F
      ‘she signed (sth)’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [podpi'salə])
   b. pod-pis-ø-yv-a-la
      LP-write-v-DI-SG.F
      ‘she was signing (sth)’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [pad'pisvalə])
There are two significant differences on this alternative parse. First, by contrast with the proposal in §2 – in which the pre-inflection vowel was taken to be a realization of \( v \) – we now take the pre-inflection vowel to be a theme vowel that is associated with either a null (34a) or an overt (34b) realization of the features on the Asp head. A consequence of this revised view is that the posited allomorphs of the DI suffix are also distinct from the original proposal: if the pre-inflection vowel is taken to be a theme vowel, then it is not part of the DI suffix. Therefore, the suffixal realizations of DI on this new view should be \([-i/yv-]\) or \([-v-]\).

An advantage of this approach is that it allows us to capture observations about DI forms in which all of the posited components of the verbal complex are non-null. In many forms with a DI suffix, the pre-inflection vowel (TH, on the revised view) co-occurs with an overt realization of verbalizing morphology (\([-ov-]\) and \([-e-]\) below), which I take to be the genuine exponent of \( v \).

(35) Alternative parse proposed in §3:
   a. kold-ov-ø-a-t'
cast.spell-v-Asp_{IMPF}-TH-INF
   ‘cast spells’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [kɔlda’vat])

b. za-kold-ov-ø-a-t'
LP-cast.spell-v-Asp_{PFV}-TH-INF
   ‘cast a spell’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [zakɔlda’vat])

c. za-kold-ov-yv-a-t'
LP-cast.spell-v-DI-TH-INF
   ‘cast a spell’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [zakal’dovyvat])

(36) Alternative parse proposed in §3:
   a. bol’e-ø-ø-la
pain-v-Asp_{IMPF}-TH-PST.SG.F
   ‘was ill’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [ba’l’ela])

b. za-bol’e-ø-ø-la
LP-pain-v-Asp_{PFV}-TH-PST.SG.F
   ‘became ill’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [za’ba’l’ela])

c. za-bol’e-v-a-la
LP-pain-v-DI-TH-PST.SG.F
   ‘became ill’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [za’ba’l’i’vala])

The pattern involving \([-ov-]\) forms is particularly telling: this suffix is associated with the formation of new and loan words and is for this reason extremely productive.\(^{20}\) On the former view (37), we would have been forced to posit that the theme suffix was \([-ova-]\). Consequently, we would also have been forced to stipulate that the final segment of the theme suffix is deleted just in case it is followed by the DI suffix in forms like (37); this is, in essence, the conclusion reached by Svenonius (2004b).
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(37) Former parse according to §2 and (22):

a. kold-ova-t’
   cast.spell-v-INF
   ‘cast spells’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [koldtavat])

b. za-kold-ova-t’
   LP-cast.spell-v-INF
   ‘cast a spell’ (PFV) (broad transcription: [zakoldtavat])

c. za-kold-ov-yva-t’
   LP-cast.spell-v-DI-INF
   ‘cast a spell’ (IMPF) (broad transcription: [zakol dovyyvat])

I propose that a more natural and consistent picture emerges if we take up the alternative parse proposed in this section. On that view, represented in (35c), the verbalizing suffix is [-ov-], and the appearance of [-a-] after [-yv-] is expected, as [-a-] is taken to be a theme vowel whose appearance is conditioned by the features of Asp (whether Asp is realized phonologically, or not). On this new proposal, then, the representation of a form like (35c) is as follows:

(38) za-kold-ov-yva-t’
    LP-cast.spell-v-DI-TH-INF
    ‘cast a spell’ (IMPF)

A second piece of evidence that the pre-inflection vowel is a theme vowel associated with aspectual features is that alternations in the pre-inflection vowel sometimes reflect the aspectual interpretation of certain verbs. In most cases, either a prefix or a perfective (semelfactive) suffix must be added to the verb in order to perfectivize it. There is a subset of verb stems, however, which can be perfectivized just via a change in the pre-inflection vowel.
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(40) Making imperfective stems perfective:
(adapted from (Townsend 1975: 114))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IMPF</th>
<th>PFV</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>bro′ sat′</td>
<td>'brosit′</td>
<td>throw.INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>kon′ čat′</td>
<td>'končit′</td>
<td>finish.INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>poku′ pat′</td>
<td>kū pīt′</td>
<td>buy.INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>li′ šat′</td>
<td>li′ šit′</td>
<td>deprive.INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>pus′ kat′</td>
<td>pus′ tit′</td>
<td>let.INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>re′ šat′</td>
<td>re′ šit′</td>
<td>decide.INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>xva′ tat′</td>
<td>xva′ tit′</td>
<td>grab.INF; suffice.INF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to note that in such cases, the [-a-] vowel shows up systematically in imperfective forms, rather than perfective ones. Thus, independent of how we choose to analyze the DI pattern at issue, we will need some way to model the fact that the pre-inflection vowel is associated in these forms with changes in aspectual information.

A final piece of evidence comes from the behavior of perfective vs. imperative forms involving a pre-inflection vowel that is realized as [-a-]: in a subset of cases, the difference between a perfective and a DI form is just in whether the pre-inflection [-a-] vowel bears stress (notice that the TH bears stress also in the imperfective forms in (40)):}

(41) a. [ras′ sypat] ~ [rass′ ypat]
    ras′-syp-ø-ø-a-t′ ~ ras-sy′p-ø-ø-a-t′
    LP-pour-v-AspPFV-TH-INF ~ LP-pour-v-DI-TH-INF
    'to pour' (PFV) ~ 'to pour' (IMPF)

    b. [raz′ rezat] ~ [razr′ zat]
    raz′-rez-ø-ø-a-t′ ~ raz-re′z-ø-ø-a-t′
    LP-cut-v-AspPFV-TH-INF ~ LP-cut-v-DI-TH-INF
    'to cut into pieces' (PFV) ~ 'to cut into pieces' (IMPF)

This evidence suggests that stress-bearing [-a-] in particular is associated with DI features: it is sometimes the sole exponent of DI inside the verbal complex, when DI itself is null. In fact, stress-bearing [-a-] in particular seems to be most frequently associated with imperfective forms in the absence of overt DI suffixation.

In the forms of most interest to us here, where DI aspect is reflected via the realization of a root vowel, it is instructive to point out that stress-bearing [-a-] appears throughout the inflectional paradigm in imperfective forms only, but not in perfective forms. We have so far been comparing perfective and DI forms in the past tense only, but it is worth considering their past and non-past forms. It is a well-known fact that Russian non-past forms are interpreted as present or future, depending on aspect: perfective aspect yields future tense interpretations, while imperfective aspect yields present tense interpretations. Past forms, on the
other hand, have both perfective and imperfective counterparts. Considering all the forms yields a matrix like the one in Table 4; notice, crucially, that the non-past forms of the stem are different in the perfective and DI paradigms (distinctions are in bold).21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENSE/PHI FEATURES</th>
<th>PFV</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST: 1SG ‘send’</td>
<td>otošļju</td>
<td>otsy'laļu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST: 2SG ‘send’</td>
<td>otoš'os'</td>
<td>otsy'laes'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST: 3SG ‘send’</td>
<td>otoš'ot</td>
<td>otsy'laet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST: 1PL ‘send’</td>
<td>otoš'om</td>
<td>otsy'laem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST: 2PL ‘send’</td>
<td>otoš'ote</td>
<td>otsy'laete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST: 3PL ‘send’</td>
<td>otošļut</td>
<td>otsy'laļut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST: 1SG, M/(F) ‘send’</td>
<td>oto'slal(a)</td>
<td>otsy'la(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST: 2SG, M/(F) ‘send’</td>
<td>oto'slal(a)</td>
<td>otsy'la(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST: 3SG, M/(F) ‘send’</td>
<td>oto'slal(a)</td>
<td>otsy'la(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST: 1PL ‘send’</td>
<td>oto'slali</td>
<td>otsy'laļi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST: 2PL ‘send’</td>
<td>oto'slali</td>
<td>otsy'laļi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST: 3PL ‘send’</td>
<td>oto'slali</td>
<td>otsy'laļi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Past/non-past crossed with perfective/derived imperfective forms: ‘send’

What we can conclude from the differences between DI and perfective forms of the non-past is that the conjugation instructions for the stem are actually different in DI and perfective forms. This is true not just for the form above, but for every other attested case of the subpattern that is the primary concern of this paper (i.e., every case in Table 2). I provide an abbreviated matrix of these verbs in Table 5, showing only the first person form of the perfective and DI forms. All have distinct endings in the perfective vs. DI paradigms of the non-past.

Taken together, what these forms demonstrate is that the stressed [-a-] vowel is most regularly associated with the DI form of these verbs, rather than the perfective form, throughout the inflectional paradigm. This difference is obscured in the past tense forms, but emerges when we consider the entire paradigm, including non-past forms.

To review, this section has presented several pieces of evidence in support of the idea that the pre-inflection vowel in DI verb forms is actually a theme vowel associated with the functional head Asp, rather than the realization of v, as previous analysts (Svenonius 2004b: inter alia) had proposed. Following this line of thinking, we arrive at the analyses in (42), (43), and (44) for the verb forms discussed in this section.
### Table 5
Past/non-past crossed with perfective/derived imperfective forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PFV</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘take away’</td>
<td>otbe'ru</td>
<td>oti'raju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘take away’</td>
<td>oto bral(a)</td>
<td>oti'ral(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘tear off’</td>
<td>oto'rvu</td>
<td>otrv'aju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘tear off’</td>
<td>oto'val(a)</td>
<td>otrv'val(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘over-eat’</td>
<td>obo'žvus'</td>
<td>obž'raju'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, {M/F} ‘over-eat’</td>
<td>obo'žral{ja/aj}</td>
<td>obž'ral{ja/aj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘cover in feces’ (vulg.)</td>
<td>obo'sru</td>
<td>obš'raju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘cover in feces’ (vulg.)</td>
<td>obo'sral(a)</td>
<td>obš'ral(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘tear up’</td>
<td>razdi'ru</td>
<td>razdi'raju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘tear up’</td>
<td>razdi'dral(a)</td>
<td>razdi'dral(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘grind up’</td>
<td>razo'tru</td>
<td>rasti'raju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘grind up’</td>
<td>rasto'r(la)</td>
<td>rasti'ral(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘set fire to’</td>
<td>podo'žgu</td>
<td>podž'gaju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M ‘set fire to’</td>
<td>podžog</td>
<td>podž'gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, F ‘set fire to’</td>
<td>podožgla</td>
<td>podž'gala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘call over’</td>
<td>podzo'vu</td>
<td>podžy'vaju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘call over’</td>
<td>podozval(a)</td>
<td>podžy'val(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST:1SG ‘lie about’</td>
<td>obo'lgu</td>
<td>obly'gaju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST:1SG, M/(F) ‘lie about’</td>
<td>obo'lgal(a)</td>
<td>obly'gal(a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Returning now to the broader analytical picture, the interaction we set out to account for was an instance of inward-sensitive allomorphy of the Asp head to the root: Asp must have no segmental realization in the context of a list of (yer-containing) roots. An important consequence of the analysis presented in this section is that the contextual allomorphy between DI and the root in the verbs of interest to us (44) becomes local, because the interaction is actually between the root and Asp, which are adjacent linearly, though not structurally. This is predicted to be permissible in a theory like that of Embick (2010), wherein allomorphy is accomplished through VI, which can be conditioned by linear adjacency of one morpheme to another.

The next task is to establish a clear picture of the mechanism by which the vocalic melody of the root of perfective (43) and DI (44) forms comes to differ
as a result of aspectual information. This is captured in the trees above via the insertion of a mora, instead of an overt suffix, as the exponent of the DI Asp head in (44), and is the subject of the next section.

4. A PHONOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVE TO READJUSTMENT

The view we have adopted of the central pattern of interest (45c) in this paper involves, first, a special realization of DI in the context of a list of roots (the topic of §3), and second, exceptional yer realization triggered in this same list of roots by DI features on Asp.

(45)   a. sl-ø-ø-a-t'
       send-v-Asp\textsubscript{Imperf}-TH-INF
       ‘to send’ (IMPERFECTIVE)
   b. razo-sl-ø-ø-a-t'
       apart-sent-v-Asp\textsubscript{Perf}-TH-INF
       ‘send out’ (PERFECTIVE)
   c. ras-syl-ø-µ-a-t'
       apart-send-v-DI-TH-INF
       ‘send out’ (IMPERFECTIVE)

We are now in a position to talk about the second component of the pattern, in which the vocalic melody of the root is the reflex of derived imperfective features. §2.3 described a standard DM way of operationalizing this process, involving crucially the use of readjustment rules. As discussed in the introduction, there is good theoretical reason to be concerned about the existence of such rules in the system, and also to question how they should interact with the rest of the theoretical apparatus. In the broadest and original view (Chomsky & Halle 1968), readjustment rules apply to the output of word-formation processes to take care of any arbitrary or seemingly irregular and morpheme- or environment-specific processes, and they apply before phonological rules, which suggest that they should be understood as distinct from the phonology proper. In more recent and narrow terms (Embick & Halle 2005), readjustment rules are understood as the application of a phonological process, triggered by morphosyntactic features, in listed environments. Here, too, it is not always entirely clear how these rules should interact with the rest of the phonology of a given language.

A primary empirical difficulty with applying the readjustment rule in (46) to account for the grammatically triggered yer realization in cases like (45c) is that it is not clear how this rule should interact with the rest of Russian phonology.

(46)  Asp\textsubscript{DI} → yer realization in the Root for \{/bOr/, /zOv/, /dOr/, /rOv/, /ˇzOr/ . . . \}

What the rule in (46) fails to capture is that the process of yer realization is prevalent throughout the phonology of Russian, and that root yer realization in
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(45c) interacts just as expected with the rest of yer phonology. Recall from §2 that in addition to phonotactically motivated yer realization, there is an alternating yer realization pattern throughout the phonology of Russian (e.g., Havlík’s Law) which emerges from close investigation of yer realization in perfective verbs: a prefix yer is realized only if the root yer has been deleted. The DI verbs which follow the pattern in (45c) likewise conform to this observation, resulting in a sort of mirror image of the perfective forms: their root yer IS realized as the reflex of morphosyntactic features, and, following the alternating pattern, their prefix yer is therefore NOT realized. The motivation for yer realization in (45c) is grammatical, rather than phonological; but in every other respect, the phonology treats the vowel realized in the root of (45c) as a yer. To the extent possible, then, it is desirable that the formalization of this pattern should treat the yer realization in the root of (45c) as part of the regular phonology of the language, rather than via a special rule whose interaction with the rest of the phonological system is not entirely clear.

What follows is an attempt to formalize a treatment of the exceptional root yer realization in examples like (45c) without appealing to readjustment rules. I have argued that what is special about cases like (45c) is not the phonological process involved (which behaves as expected, phonologically) but rather its motivation, which is morphosyntactic rather than phonological. This generalization can be captured by combining a specific way of formalizing yer vocalization (Yearley 1995) with the idea that VI can insert not just segments, but also other kinds of phonological representations as exponents of morphosyntactic features.

The core idea behind this approach is that VI should be empowered to match morphosyntactic features not just to (strings of) segments (e.g., affixes), but also with phonological representations of other kinds. The idea is particularly attractive in application to the yers, because well-established phonological analyses have for some time been treating yers as vowels which have segmental content but are not associated with a mora (Yearley 1995) or, in autosegmental terms, a timing slot in the metrical grid (Rubach 1986, Kenstowicz & Rubach 1987) in the underlying representation. If the relevant roots lack a mora in their underlying representations, but the relevant VI entry for DI features contains a floating mora, the most natural way for this mora to be realized is by realization of an already present but otherwise mora-less root vowel. The relevant VI entry for cases of exceptional yer realization, then, would be as in (47):

\[
(47) \quad \text{Asp}_{\text{DI}} \leftrightarrow [\mu] / \{/bOr/, /zOv/, /dOr/, /rOv/, /\check{z}Or/ \ldots \}
\]

The reference made to the identity of the root in the process of VI of Asp_{DI} is of a linearly adjacent nature, for the reasons enumerated in §3. Once the exponent of DI is established through VI, it is the job of the phonological component to determine how this floating mora behaves and how it is realized. I will assume, following Haugen (2008), that the output of VI becomes the input to an OT evaluation.22
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To flesh out this account, we will adopt and extend Yearley’s (1995) Optimality Theoretic account of yer realization. This is not the only existing OT account (e.g., Gouskova 2012), and it is not without its deficits. For example, it presents potential problems for Richness of the Base, since according to this tenet, it should be possible in principle for any vowel to be specified as mora-less in the input; it is difficult to understand, on this theory, why only certain vowels (mostly [o] and [e]) alternate (Gouskova 2012). Despite this difficulty, analyses of this type have the best chance of accounting for the irregular DI pattern under discussion here.23

On this approach, underlyingly mora-less vowels are not realized in the surface form unless their realization resolves an otherwise unparsable cluster. Correspondingly, constraints can be invoked to regulate when these vowels are assigned moras (i.e. realized) in an output structure. The understanding of ‘unparsable’ is of course different for every language; in Russian, parsable syllables in output forms emerge as the result of a number of highly ranked constraints which dictate such specifics as the preferred type of syllable onset or coda, the preferred sonority contour, etc. Some of the constraints relevant to modeling this interaction are below:

(48) Basic Constraints:

DEP-µ: A mora in the output corresponds to a mora in the input.
MAX-V: A vowel in the input corresponds to a vowel in the output.
*CC: Avoid complex codas.

In morphologically simple(r) cases, the ranking of these constraints, as in the tableaux in Figure 1, yields the correct outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*CC</th>
<th>DEP-µ</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kusOk (piece.nom)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. kusk</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. êë kusok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kusOka (piece.gen)</td>
<td>*CC</td>
<td>DEP-µ</td>
<td>MAX-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. kusoka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. êë kuska</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1**
Simple cases of yer realization/deletion

In Figure 1, the yer in the nominative form is realized to avoid the alternative, a complex coda cluster (which Russian disfavors). In the genitive form of the same word, there is no risk of creating a complex coda, so the yer is not realized, thus avoiding a needless violation of DEP-µ. Apart from constraints like *CC, there must also be constraints that enforce the requirement that the Russian syllable have one and only one syllable peak (Katz 2006):

(49) Russian Sonority Hierarchy (Katz 2006):

vowels $\gg$ glides/liquids $\gg$ nasals, /v/ $\gg$ obstruents
SSC: every syllable must have one and only one sonority peak.
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Nothing more needs to be said in order to account for the behavior of yers in un-prefixed, inflected verbs: to rule out a candidate like *[ˇzg] in Figure 2, all that is necessary is that we take SSC to rule out syllables that have a sonority plateau (e.g., two obstruents with no peak). ²⁴

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \tilde{\text{O}} \text{g} ) (burned.PST.M)</th>
<th>SSC</th>
<th>*CC</th>
<th>DEP-( \mu )</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ( \tilde{z} \text{g} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( \tilde{z} \text{og} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \tilde{\text{O}} \text{gla} ) (burned.PST.F)</th>
<th>SSC</th>
<th>*CC</th>
<th>DEP-( \mu )</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ( \tilde{\text{z}} \text{ogla} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( \tilde{\text{z}} \text{gla} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2
Yer realization/deletion in inflected stems

Applying this approach to the cases of interest to us – starting with perfective verbs with yer-containing roots, and moving to the DI forms – requires some extensions of this basic scheme. I will assume that the input to an OT evaluation is a representation that contains the necessary phonological exponents, and that the building of prosodic structure is the job of the constraint ranking. This is especially important for the forms of interest to us, because of the well-known observation that verbal complexes involving LP also involve a bracketing paradox (Pesetsky 1979, Matushansky 2002: \textit{inter alia}). The morphosyntax in (22) puts LP low and internal to the rest of the verbal complex (for reasons defended in Svenonius 2004a, Gribanova 2013b), but for the purposes of phonology they are treated as external to the inflected stem; see Matushansky 2002, Gribanova 2009, Blumenfeld 2012 for the full range of phonological evidence.

\begin{align*}
\text{(50)} & \quad [\text{prefix} \ [\text{root suffixes}]] \text{ MORPHOPHONOLOGY} \\
& \quad [\text{[prefix root] suffixes}] \text{ MORPHOSEMANTICS}
\end{align*}

However this paradox is to be resolved, it is important that the phonological representation put the prefix outside the rest of the complex. For the purposes of simplicity, I will assume here that this is accomplished by a prosodic restructuring of the morphosyntactic structure, similar in spirit to the proposal of Matushansky (2002). Doing this in OT will require, first, prosodic structures which can be recursive (Ito & Mester 2006), for example a \( \omega_{\text{MAX}} \) embedding a \( \omega_{\text{MIN}} \). It will also required a highly ranked \textsc{ALIGN(Root, L, \( \omega_{\text{MIN}} \) L)} constraint, whose function is to ensure that the word’s root is left-aligned with a prosodic word. ²⁵

\begin{align*}
\text{(51)} & \quad \textsc{AL(R L, \( \omega_{\text{MIN}} \) L): Align the left edge of the Root with the left edge of \( \omega_{\text{MIN}} \).}
\end{align*}

\textsc{AL(R L, \( \omega_{\text{MIN}} \) L)} will be vacuously satisfied if morphosyntactic and phonological bracketing align, as in the case of prefix-less words, prepositions with hosts,
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and high-attaching prefixes (see Svenonius 2004b, Gribanov 2013b); in the
cases of mis-alignment, AL(R L, ωMIN L) will enforce the required phonological
Bracketing.

(52) /podObOral/ → [pɔdə′bral] ’picked up.SG.M.PST (PFV)’

Recall that, in both perfective and DI forms of this type, the prefix yer’s behavior
is conditioned by the behavior of the root yer (e.g., the alternating pattern). To
model this, we will need to relativize DEP-µ to ωMIN and ωMAX, reflecting the
differing behavior of the root and prefix yers.

(53) DEP-µωMIN: A mora in the output of ωMIN corresponds to a mora in the
input.
DEP-µωMAX: A mora in the output of ωMAX corresponds to a mora in the
input.

Ranking DEP-µωMIN above DEP-µωMAX will ensure that realizing the root yer is
more costly than realizing realizing the prefix yer; this essentially enforces the
default perfective pattern, in which the root yer is only realized in order to satisfy
constraints on optimal syllable structure or sonority.

The discussion in §2 demonstrated that prefix yers are sometimes realized not to
Optimize prosodic structure, but simply as a reflex of Havlík’s Law. This pattern
will need to be specially enforced, by a constraint developed for similar Polish
cases by Jarosz (2006).

(54) MAX-v2: Assign a violation for every two input vowels that are not
realized in the output (Jarosz 2006).

A highly ranked MAX-v2 prevents deletion of both yers, in cases where that
does not already yield a markedness violation. Taken together, these constraints,
ranked as in Figure 3, will yield the basic pattern of yer realization and deletion
in the perfective forms of interest to us. The brackets associated with the output
candidates should be taken as a shorthand for the recursive prosodic structure
illustrated in (52), where the outer brackets mark ωMAX and the inner brackets
mark ωMIN.

This ranking reflects a preference for yers to be deleted in the root over the
deletion of yers in the prefix. It will similarly deal with cases in Figures 4 and 5,
in which yers must be realized in the Root for phonological reasons.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>razOrOval (PVF, +PAST, M)</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{min}})</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{max}})</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. <code>[raz[rval]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <code>[raz[ryval]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <code>[raz[ryval]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <code>[raz[rval]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>razOrOvu (PVF, 1SG, -PAST)</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{min}})</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{max}})</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. <code>[raz[ryvu]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <code>[raz[ryvu]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <code>[raz[ryvu]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <code>[raz[ryvu]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3**

Yer patterns in perfective forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>podOžog (PVF, +PAST, M)</th>
<th>SSC^A1</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{min}})</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{max}})</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. <code>[podo[žog]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <code>[podo[žog]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <code>[podo[žg]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <code>[podo[žg]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>podOžogla (PVF, +PAST, F)</th>
<th>SSC^A1</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{min}})</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{max}})</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. <code>[podo[žgla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <code>[podo[žgla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <code>[podo[žgla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <code>[podo[žgla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4**

Phonologically-motivated root yer realization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>podOt′Or (PVF, +PAST, M)</th>
<th>SSC^A1</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{min}})</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{max}})</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. <code>[pod[t’or]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <code>[podo[t’or]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <code>[podo[t’r]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <code>[podo[t’r]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>podOt′Orla (PVF, +PAST, F)</th>
<th>SSC^A1</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{min}})</th>
<th>DEP-(\mu_{\omega_{max}})</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. <code>[podo[t’orla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <code>[podo[t’orla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <code>[podo[t’orla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. <code>[podo[t’orla]]</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5**

Phonologically-motivated root yer realization

The crucial losers in Figure 5 are (c) and (d) of the masculine form, and (b) and (c) of the feminine form. Both sets must be ruled out by SSC, which should
militate against the bad clusters. For (b, c) to be ruled out, the sequence [rl] must be excluded, perhaps by working a ban on this kind of plateau into the SSC.

This ranking will also account for the cases in Figure 6, in which there are yers only in the prefix, but not in the root.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>podObril (PVF, +PAST, M)</th>
<th>SSC</th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
<th>DEP-µω_{min}</th>
<th>DEP-µω_{max}</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [*] [pod[bril]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [podo[bril]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6
Yer-less Roots

Having captured the behavior of yers in perfective forms, we now move to the core cases of interest to us: grammatically triggered yer realization in the root. The core mechanism exploited here is the insertion, at VI, of a floating mora as the theme vowel associated with Asp. The analysis must ensure that the floating mora docks within some local domain (ω_{MIN}), so that yer realization in the prefix is not possible as a reflex of DI features. One way to accomplish this would be via a constraint like \( \text{GAP} \leq \omega_{\text{MIN}} \) (Wolf 2006), where X in this case would be ω_{MIN}.

\[
(55) \quad \text{GAP} \leq \omega_{\text{MIN}}
\]

Let \( \alpha, \beta \) be consecutive non-contiguous exponents of a single morpheme \( m \). Assign a violation-mark if \( \alpha, \beta \) are not dominated by a single prosodic constituent of level X.

If there are going to be two exponents of a single morpheme – in our case, -a- and the floating mora that is inserted along with it – and those exponents are going to be non-contiguous, then \( \text{GAP} \leq \omega_{\text{MIN}} \) enforces that they will be realized in the same prosodic domain (ω_{MIN}). This constraint will ensure that the most optimal way to realize the mora will be to realize the root yer, as in Figure 7.27

A word is in order here about how \( \text{GAP} \leq \omega_{\text{MIN}} \) should be interpreted in the context of the overall proposal, wherein the TH position is both projected and exponed post-syntactically. What I assume is that \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in (55) are in fact exponents of the same morpheme, Asp: one of these is the exponent of Asp itself (the mora), and one of them is the exponent of the TH node associated with Asp. Since TH positions are generally taken to be post-syntactically projected, it is important that this process take place before or at VI, so that both the mora and the TH vowel are present in the input to the phonological evaluation. There is nothing surprising about this, since dissociated morphemes must generally be subject to VI and will therefore be projected before this point in the post-syntax (see Embick 1997 for discussion).

Returning now to the main point, putting a floating mora in the input to the phonology allows us to capture the non-concatenative nature of the observed interaction; if the interaction is actually a phonological one, this is expected. Further, the hope is that phonological analyses of this type can be used to account
VERA GRIBANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>razOrOval</th>
<th>GAP≤ωMIN</th>
<th>MAX-V²</th>
<th>DEP-µ&lt;ωMIN</th>
<th>DEP-µ&lt;ωMAX</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>razOrOval</th>
<th>GAP≤ωMIN</th>
<th>MAX-V²</th>
<th>DEP-µ&lt;ωMIN</th>
<th>DEP-µ&lt;ωMAX</th>
<th>MAX-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [razo]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7
Yer alternations in perfective/derived imperfective paradigms

for a large portion of phenomena that have traditionally been the territory of readjustment rules in DM accounts.

5. Conclusion

This paper set out with the goal of accounting for a non-concatenative morphological process in a certain subset of Russian verbs. In the most neutral terms possible, what is involved here is a change in the vocalic melody of the verb, triggered by purely morphosyntactic information – whether the verb a derived imperfective or not. I have argued for a concrete view of this pattern which resolves two major questions about its nature. First, by way of what mechanism should the form of the root itself change in response to derived imperfectivization? Second, DI is usually expressed as a suffix, but this suffix is not present in verbs with yer-containing roots; can we characterize this allomorphy in a way that is consistent with the locality constraints imposed by prominent theories of allomorphy?

In addressing the first question, I argued that the alternation in roots – most often between a vowel-less form and a form with a vocalic nucleus – was part of a more general phonological process (yer alternations), and was special only in that the yer vocalization was observed to be the reflex of a morphosyntactic trigger (DI), rather than being phonologically motivated. The typical DM approach to a process like this would involve positing a readjustment rule, which I have argued here is undesirable both for empirical and theoretical reasons. I have offered an alternative analysis that mirrors this perspective, letting the phonological component treat the vocalic pattern as a yer alternation. To trigger this special yer realization, our model must allow exponents of morphosyntactic features...
to be not just segments (the usual case), but also pieces of autosegmental representations – in this case, an additional mora.

In addressing the second question, I first considered a prominent analysis of the Russian verbal complex (Svenonius 2004b), a consequence of which is that the allomorphic allomorphic interaction between the DI features hosted by Asp and the root would have to be non-adjacent. I then demonstrated that re-analysis of the pre-inflection vowel of the derived imperfective forms – as a theme vowel projected from the Asp head – has positive consequences for the overall analysis of derived imperfective suffixation. It also renders the relevant allomorphic interaction linearly adjacent. A consequence of this view is that the contextual allomorphy of DI to the root need not be defined as a non-local process; this, in turn, vindicates theories which take locality to be a precondition for contextual allomorphy (Siegel 1978, Allen 1979, Embick 2003, 2010, Bobaljik 2012).

Insofar as this approach is on the right track, it weighs in on two important theoretical questions. First, it addresses the question of locality in contextual allomorphy, arguing that this generalization is not threatened by the data presented in this paper (though it appears that it may be, on first impression). Second, it addresses the question of readjustment rules, arguing that non-concatenative effects in DM may be analyzed without recourse to such rules. To make these arguments, it was necessary to make an important change to the theory of DM. As mentioned above, we must allow VI to be more liberal in terms of the kind of exponents a morphosyntactic terminal may correspond with.

By way of concluding, is worth examining where DM stands with respect to the broader landscape of morphological theories in dealing with non-concatenative morphological processes of the type under investigation here. Morpheme-based theories have traditionally had difficulty accounting for certain types of non-concatenative processes, and this deficit has been used as empirical and theoretical support for the need for process-based approaches (Anderson 1992). Item-and-process morphological approaches, though, have (at least in principle) difficulty in constraining the possible range of processes, and therefore the possible range of morphological operations in natural language (Anderson 1992). What I propose here, in line with Bye & Svenonius (2012), is that morpheme-based theories like DM can do a better job of capturing such processes if they leverage the tools provided by the phonological module, aided by the idea that VI can insert phonological representations, as well as segments. This approach aims to strike a balance between empirical coverage – accounting for cases of non-concatenative morphology – and restrictiveness. What the approach predicts is that the phonology of a given language will assimilate VI-inserted phonological representations (morae, feet, tones, etc.) in a manner that is completely consistent with how the phonology would treat them if they were not inserted as the exponents of morphosyntactic information. This treats the relevant processes in arguably a more theoretically constrained way than item-and-process theories.
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would. The case study presented here is meant to be an example of just this kind of interaction.
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Footnotes

1 For useful discussion and suggestions, the author thanks Nigel Fabb, Ewa Jaworska and referees at *Journal of Linguistics*, Karlos Arregi, Ryan Bennett, Lev Blumenfeld, Sandy Chung, David Embick, Jorge Hankamer, Boris Harizanov, Paul Kiparsky, Ruth Kramer, Ora Matuanshky, Jim McCloskey, Mark Norris, Jaye Padgett, Maria Polinsky, Stephanie Shih, Peter Svenonius, and Matt Tucker. Previous versions of some of this work have been presented at the Workshop on Locality and Directionality at Stanford University, and the Workshop on the Selection and Representation of Morphological Exponents at Tromsø. All errors are the author’s responsibility.

2 Abbreviations: ACC accusative, DI derived imperfective, F feminine, FUT future, GEN genitive, IMPF imperfective, INF infinitive, LP lexical prefix, M masculine, NEG negation, NMLZ nominalizer, PFX aspectual prefix, PVF perfective, PL plural, PST past, Q polar question, SG singular, SP superlexical prefix, T1 theme vowel. The prime (’ ) symbol marks palatalization, and two prime signs (’’ ) mark the Russian ‘hard’ sign (the glide [j]). Transliterations use standard conventions for Russian, and reflect orthographic conventions unless otherwise specified. Broad transcriptions are also provided where necessary, with a superscript [’ ] for palatalization.
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3 But see Merchant To appear for some recent cases of non-local interaction in Greek and English that are quite convincing.

4 These different theories also make predictions along a number of other fronts, for example, at what point in structure-building phonological vs. morphological information should be able to condition allomorphy. The issue will not come up directly here, but see Halle 1990, Bobaljik 2000, and Embick 2010 for more detailed discussion.

5 See also Embick 2013: 15 for a similar suggestion.

6 Other classes of prefixes (superlexical, intermediate), categorized as different because of their more transparent, compositional semantics and numerous other distinguishing characteristics (Isačenko 1960, Svenonius 2004a,b, Tatevosov 2008), are not directly relevant to the discussion in this paper and will not be mentioned further here.

7 However, as a reviewer points out, the absence of the putative verbalizing suffix in these examples may itself be the result of the regressive vowel hiatus resolution rule mentioned just below (7). This is because many of the derivational suffixes that are attached directly to the root are either overtly or underlyingly vowel-initial. It is also worth noting that the yer vowel is realized in almost all of these roots, though there is not always a phonotactic reason for it to be realized.

8 This structure also requires the underlying assumption that all verb forms have an Asp head, even bare imperfective stems.

9 For a defense of the idea that syntax has access to Russian verbal morphemes as distinct syntactic units, see Gribanova 2013a,b.

10 Examples were found via corpus searches of the Russian National Corpus (http://www.ruscorpora.ru/search-main.html)

11 A reviewer notes that it is equally possible to derive (10) via remnant movement. A full defense of the movement in such constructions as head movement goes beyond the scope of this paper, but see King (1995), Franks & King (2000) for a canonical approach and evidence. For further evidence that the Russian complex is composed via head movement (rather than phrasal movement), see Gribanova 2013a,b.

12 See Tatevosov 2008 for discussion of a subset of exceptions to this generalization, which do not directly affect the argument made here about the structural position of DI.

13 The unusual vowel quality of the putative yers in the roots of these verbs is the result of a historical process that began as vowel lengthening (Vlasto 1986), to be elaborated upon later in this section.

14 The putative yer vowels in the DI forms are transcribed here according to orthographic convention; in narrow phonetic transcription some of the root vowels transcribed as [i] would in fact be closer to [y].

15 As a reviewer points out, this form is also exceptional in another way: the root yer ([zOr]) is not realized in any of the verbal forms in the paradigm.

16 I provide two examples here of the most transparent alternations; there are many more of a similar nature, but in which the alternation is partially obscured by a more general process of vowel reduction, conditioned by position with respect to primary stress.

17 A referee makes the interesting suggestion that the vowel mutations in (20) can be linked to the pattern in Table 2 in the synchronic analysis as well. It is possible that this could be achieved via an extension of the account I ultimately develop (§4), in which a mora contributes to the otherwise phonologically unmotivated yer realization in the root of the derived imperfective forms of Table 2. Although the idea is appealing, it is not without its challenges. For example, a synchronic account would need to specify how adding a mora would yield the vowel mutation patterns (/o/ → [a]) in (20), presumably by keying in on the [±ATR] distinction, which authors like Pesetsky (1979), Rubach (1984), and Halle & Matushansky (2006) take to have replaced the vowel length distinction of late Proto-Slavic. But it would also need to specify what accounts for the differences between this pattern (20) the vowel mutation found in the core paradigm of interest here (/o/ → [i'y]); if the process is a unified one, why does a vowel with the same underlying set of features ([o]) not always surface identically? It is also not straightforward to characterize the disappearance
or appearance of a vowel (as in the pattern in Table 2) as mechanically analogous to the vowel mutations found in (20) (since the alternation is no longer one of length). Finally, the /o/ → [a] mutation in (20) is triggered only by the [-iv-] suffix, and even then only for a subset of cases (Townsend 1975, Garde 1998); compare razrabotat′ (PFV) ∼ razrabatyvat′ (IMPF) ‘work something out’ with obušlovit′ (PFV) ∼ obušlovlivat′ (IMPF) ‘stipulate’. Crucially, whatever process accounts for the forms in Table 2, it is certainly not triggered by a the [-iv-] suffix realization of DI. For these and other reasons, I do not pursue such an approach further here.

18 Earlier versions of this theory (Arad 2003, Marantz 2007) proposed immediate spell-out of the sister of any category-head, upon its merger, with subsequent opacity of the spelled out phase to both semantic and phonological characteristics of things merged outside it. This strategy has been recognized as too restrictive: for example it prohibits simple interactions between T and the verb in English (Embick 2010), and would prohibit necessary phonological interactions between the prefix and inflected stem in Russian verbal complexes (Gribanova 2010).

19 See Matushansky 2009 for independent evidence that certain pre-inflection vowels should be considered theme vowels, while others may be genuine instantiations of v.

20 I am very grateful to an anonymous reviewer for making this observation, and for more general comments that led me to this particular re-analysis of the vowel [-a-] in these forms.

21 Thanks to Lev Blumenfeld, p.c., for this point.

22 This assumption is not uncontroversial, and comes with a history of debate about how and whether DM and OT mechanisms should interact; see Wolf 2008, Embick 2010, Tucker 2011, and Bonet & Harbour 2012 for useful discussion and differing implementations. The findings in this investigation are also compatible with an approach in which the exponence itself is done via OT, rather than through the DM mechanism v1, though there may be subtle consequences that go beyond the scope of the discussion here.

23 See the appendix of Gouskova 2012 for a discussion of how her otherwise very attractive account effectively rules out the possibility of unifying the irregular DI pattern with the rest of Russian yer phonology.

24 There are also other ways to rule out such a candidate, for example by stipulating that every syllable must have a vocalic nucleus.

25 See Blumenfeld 2012 for arguments in favor of a similar prosodic structure.

26 The highly ranked A1(R L, ωMIN L) constraint is not shown here for space reasons, and because we only consider candidates which satisfy it.

27 I abstract away here from the issue of vowel quality, which, as mentioned in §2, would most likely need a separate explanation in any case. A possible approach might be to further leverage the floating mora, specifying it further with a specific vowel quality.